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Action Plan 4 

 

Welcome to my favourite month in the EJ Insider Interview series. 

Why is it my favourite? Because this month my guests were two of the most 

important mentors I have had online. 

Eben Pagan is the guy who introduced me to email marketing. I joined his Double 

Your Dating email newsletter way back in the year 2000 as a single guy looking for 

help with my dating life. 

While Eben, or as he was known in his dating newsletter – David DeAngelo – was a 

great teacher of all things to do with meeting and getting dates with girls, I found 

HOW he was teaching and selling products even more interesting. 

Eben’s newsletter was one of the most emotionally compelling content marketing 

tools I have ever come across. Even today I still consider it one of the best 

demonstrations of how to use content to sell teaching products. 

Rich Schefren came into my life a lot later, around the year 2006, the precursor year 

to my big breakthrough in 2007 – the first year I made over $100,000 from my 

business. 

Rich was like a fresh breeze in the world of internet marketing. He jumped to instant 

fame thanks to his Internet Business Manifesto report. 

His message was simple – an online business is still a business, so why are you 

treating it like a hobby, performing every single job yourself, jumping from opportunity 

to opportunity? 

The “You” diagram (see below) was the icon that came from this report. It 

demonstrated how ludicrous it was to attempt to do online marketing by yourself, 

placing you in the center of a huge collection of tasks you can never hope to 

complete alone. 

The manifesto showed that proven business principles, which have been around in 

the bricks and mortar business world for centuries, were just as applicable as ever 

online. 

http://www.doubleyourdating.com/
http://www.doubleyourdating.com/
http://www.entrepreneurs-journey.com/yaro-recommends/manifesto/
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Rich’s interview has the award for longest in the EJ Insider series. He gave me over 

two hours of his time, allowing us to cover his extensive entrepreneurial background 

as well as talk about what he considers most important today as an online marketer. 

If you have not done so already, make sure you listen to both interviews before 

reading the rest of this action plan. 

 Eben Pagan Explains How He Started His $20 Million Dating Advice Business 

With Just An Ebook And A Newsletter 

 

 Rich Schefren – Author Of The Industry-Changing Internet Business 

Manifesto, Pioneer Of Systems For Online Business, And Serial Entrepreneur 

Behind Multimillion Dollar Fashion Retailer and Hypnosis Chain 

 

Making Millions Selling Information Products 

Eben and Rich are not just great mentors, they represent a level of achievement that 

every information marketer has to admire. 

Both guys have made millions selling what they know. Eben learned what it takes to 

get dates with girls and then studied enough about business to figure out how to sell 

http://www.ejinsider.com/members/exclusive-interviews/eben-pagan/
http://www.ejinsider.com/members/exclusive-interviews/eben-pagan/
http://www.ejinsider.com/members/exclusive-interviews/rich-schefren/
http://www.ejinsider.com/members/exclusive-interviews/rich-schefren/
http://www.ejinsider.com/members/exclusive-interviews/rich-schefren/
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$20 million dollars worth of training products. He then made millions more teaching 

business advice. 

Although Rich had a background as a serial entrepreneur in the physical world, when 

he became an online marketer he went from nothing to selling over $3 million 

dollars worth of just one training program with just one launch, and went on to do 

many millions more. 

Why is it that these guys can create something, usually just words written down or 

spoken on stage or in a video, and then sell them for millions? What makes them 

different from all the other speakers, writers and teachers around the world who 

never crack the million-dollar mark? 

That to me is the most important question. There’s a key here that allows these guys 

to sell more products to more people at higher prices…and they do it again and 

again. 

It’s more than just having the right connections or good copywriting or fortuitous 

timing. There are skills here to be learned and replicated.  

Let’s take a closer look… 

 

What Are Their Points Of Leverage? 

You will notice a stark contrast to how Eben and Rich grew up, in terms of their 

business background. 

Rich had a family that was very entrepreneurial. He was often privy to his father and 

entrepreneur friends having conversations about business, long before he started his 

own company. 

Eben on the hand was a Christian rock musician and metalsmith, before getting into 

real estate, which he wasn’t very good at. He eventually had business mentors, but 

success models were not around him as clearly as they were around Rich, until later 

in life. 

Yet despite their differences, when it came time to extract the key leverage points for 

their success, I wrote down mostly the same thing.  

There are subtle differences, which I will note below, but mostly Eben Pagan and 

Rich Schefren have made millions using the same core concept. 

Here is what I wrote down as their key leverage points… 
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1. Eben Pagan – From ebook, to landing page, to newsletter, to sales page, 

to more products, virtual workers, live events, and beyond, Eben’s story is 

almost textbook information marketer. He had something that worked from 

day one, and as he stated in the interview just “did smart business 

practices” to keep things advancing.  

 

His leverage point was simple yet so hard to implement consistently – he 

kept working and expanding to feed the machine he was building.  

 

This means that he kept adding new marketing channels, from Pay Per 

Click advertising to begin with, then banner advertising, affiliates, content 

marketing and partnerships.  

 

Eben expanded his reach and expanded his product portfolio, this in turn 

expanded his bottom line – and he did it for five years consistently. 

 

2. Rich Schefren – Rich throughout his business career had two distinct 

characteristics that I believe led to him having the leverage that resulted in 

multi-million dollar companies.  

 

The first characteristic of Rich, like Eben, was simple. When something 

worked well he super-charged it. Rich had an accounting background and 

knew his numbers. If an advertisement was profitable based on the 

numbers, why not run the ad every day and get the most out of it. 

 

The other point of leverage that came through clearly during Rich’s 

interview was how much bigger he thinks than the average person. He 

started with a million dollar clothing company and never wanted to go 

backwards. Hence he was always thinking millions when it came to each 

new project he started.  

 

Eben Pagan 

There is definitely an element of good timing behind Eben’s success. He was one of 

the first people to start teaching dating advice online, which turned out to be a 

massive market. 

However, there’s more to it than just good timing. Plenty of other dating education 

companies have started but you won’t find many, if any others that have expanded to 

the $20 million a year level like Double Your Dating, Eben’s company. 
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Why is this the case? Why can Eben make so much more money than his industry 

peers? 

If you speak to anyone who has ever looked at the dating advice industry online they 

will all know Eben’s business. Everyone will agree that Double Your Dating is by far 

the best “marketing” company in the industry. 

That’s a pretty clear indication of what Eben’s leverage point is. He’s built a 

company that is so much better at selling and marketing what they offer than anyone 

else in an industry. 

I remember years ago I read that Eben’s affiliate program paid out 150% 

commission. 

Think about that – that means he pays you more money than he makes when you 

sell his ebook. 

To break that down into numbers, for each $40 ebook you sell from Eben, you 

receive $60 in commission as an affiliate. 

To reach a point where you afford to make a loss on your front end product, means 

you have to know your backend numbers really well. Eben does. He knows that for 

each customer that enters his sales funnel he will make X dollars, more money than 

the $20 loss he makes paying out commissions to affiliates on each front end sale. 

That’s a powerful advantage. He can easily dominate the market because what 

affiliate is not going to be compelled by that kind of commission. The end result is an 

army of affiliates all over the world promoting Eben’s training on their blogs and 

websites. 

Once you know your numbers and your funnel is working, your only job is to ramp up 

traffic, testing results along the way. 

Eben built a virtual team to help him do this. He has an expert handle PPC 

advertising, another one managing his affiliates, and another going out and forming 

content partnerships to spread his advice all over the web. 

All these traffic channels bring in millions of people into his sales funnel each year, 

resulting in millions of dollars in product sales as they go through his extensive email 

sequence. 

It’s a well-oiled machine with leverage built in. The challenge for all of us, is building 

our own business machine like Eben has. 
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Rich Schefren 

Rich had a more roller-coaster career than Eben in terms of the variety of businesses 

he has been involved with, and their ups and downs. 

He definitely had an advantage from his family early on. Being able to step into a 

family fashion retailer in New York and have all the people and infrastructure ready to 

go helps, but that is no guarantee of success.  

Rich had to know what needed to change and execute those changes, which for 

someone who had never owned his own business before, is a daunting task, 

especially at 23 years old. 

What really impressed me about Rich is his ability to use numbers no matter what 

type of business he was running. 

When selling clothes, he closely monitored what sold, what didn’t and tested different 

elements to see what impacted results. He paired staff who sold more with people 

who sold less to help them learn from the higher performers. 

When running his hypnosis business he tested different newspaper ads, noting that 

what he thought would do well did not. He then learned about direct response 

marketing from guys like Jay Abraham and Dan Kennedy, and improved his ads 

accordingly. Eventually he was spending $3 million a year on advertising. 

Strangely enough all this earlier business experience with physical businesses would 

eventually lead to his main positioning in the world of online marketing – as the guy 

who helped internet marketers become real business owners by using numbers. 

More recently, Rich’s online business Strategic Profits has succeed in using a sales 

funnel model, but focused on an automated webinar sequence to sell high end 

business coaching. 

Like with Eben, Rich’s company set up a system that operates like a machine. 

People sign up for a webinar then the machine goes to work delivering value and 

converting prospects into customers. 

Since they know on average how many people will buy and how much they will 

spend over time, Strategic Profits can source traffic from various outlets, including 

buying it, JVs and content marketing, expanding their reach and sales. 

Rich has the same leverage point as Eben. He built his company to focus on a 

system that runs without him, which can be expanded by tapping into new traffic 

sources and testing to improve conversion. 
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Create A Business Machine 

What I particularly admire about Eben and Rich is how they have both built 

information marketing companies that eventually functioned without them. 

This is an extremely rare achievement. Most information marketers have to remain 

heavily involved in their company, usually in a content creation role. Someone has to 

write the blog posts, present on stage, do the podcast, record the videos, create 

products and coach clients. It is usually the founding entrepreneur who is the expert 

the company brand is built on. 

Eben has managed to extract himself and leverage all the previous hard work he did 

creating content, combined with hiring good people, to create a company that makes 

millions and runs without him. 

Rich has also gone on to create a teaching company that almost completely runs 

without him, although he does step in to do some coaching still for the higher end 

clients. 

To build a company that makes millions selling training products means you have to 

combine a solid marketing system, sound traffic sourcing techniques, quality 

products and of course – very good people to run it all.  

Building these areas up all while still being the main content producer is a challenge, 

especially when it comes to managing cash flow. However if executed successfully, 

this is about as close to a passive income source as you can get from a business. 

It’s also an incredibly enticing target for a multi-million dollar buyout, leaving you in a 

set-for-life situation if you decide to sell. 

 

The Mindset For Million Dollar Results 

To get results like Eben and Rich, you need to think like 

them.  

I break down the core concepts in more detail and how you 

can use them to immediately increase your profits in my 

“Master Your Mindset” productivity guide.  

You can purchase the guide from here – http://www.ejinsider.com/mindset 

 

 

 

http://www.ejinsider.com/mindset
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More Key Insights I Wrote Down… 

While listening back over both interviews I took down a number of additional points 

that I consider valuable. This is what I wrote down as powerful advice -  

 Rich knew the value of studying from someone else who had done what 

he wanted to do. With his hypnosis business, he went to a man who had set 

up a chain of centers in Virginia and made an offer to help him grow his 

company in exchange for learning how to run a multi-center hypnosis 

company, which he then modeled in New York. 

 Eben benefited immensely from mentoring and staying involved with 

successful people. He met a key mentor when he became involved in a real 

estate seminar series. This lead to more connections like the one with Dean 

Jackson, who introduced him to internet marketing concepts that eventually 

led to Eben’s massive success online. 

 When Rich launched his first proper training information product, he 

was smart enough to sell it first, lock in the customers, then build the 

product after. This is a great technique for delivering sales before you put in 

the work to create something that might not even sell. 

 Sometimes a price rise can result in more sales. Eben tested $39 instead 

of $29, which resulted in his first ever $400 day. 

 Rich’s core business teaching product – The Business Growth System – 

continues to sell even after five years. Creating a fundamental course that 

delivers long-term value means you don’t have to continue to make new 

product year after year. 

 Eben’s original email newsletters are still used today. Although they have 

been modified, they remain largely the same as what he used back in the 

early days. Like with products, your marketing funnel if focused on 

fundamentals can be created once, and used over and over again. 

 Listen carefully towards the end of the Rich interview regarding the concept of 

counter intuitive marketing. This means going to market with statements like 

“How to lose weight by eating more”. Find something that goes against the 

accepted norm in your industry and you will grab attention. 

 When it was time for Eben to move into the business market after dominating 

the dating advice area, he went in with a high-priced offer of a $10,000 event. 

This was a stark contrast to his $29 ebook first product in the dating advice 
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market. If you have the expertise, you don’t have to go in with a low priced 

product. Meet the high-end of the market with a higher priced product and you 

will reach the million-dollar level a lot quicker. 

 

That sums up the most important points I extracted from the interviews. Now let’s 

take a look at the actions you should immediately add to your to-do list. 

 

Tasks For This Month 

Each Action Plan I send you ends with five tasks that are designed to spur you into 

action and get a real tangible result from your EJ Insider membership.  

Not every task will be applicable to you. What I want you to do at minimum is pick the 

ONE most relevant task from the five and apply it the next day after you finish 

reading this task sheet. If you do this I guarantee you will get a solid return on your 

investment. 

Here are the five tasks… 

 

1. Think Bigger 

This is a fun task, but don’t underestimate the value in it. I want you to think bigger 

about your goals than you have ever thought before. If you were aiming to make 

$100,000 this year, what about aiming for a million next year?  

Often this outcome is possible by just increasing your numbers. If you make 10 sales 

this month, what would happen if you made 100 a month instead? What about 

1,000? 

Whatever your current goal is, I want you to add some zeroes and see how that 

feels. 

2. Start Tracking One Important Metric 

It’s obvious that the big players in business track metrics. This month I want you to 

decide what is the most important number you need to know in your business. Then 

take the steps to put in place a reporting function that gives you not just measurable 

results, but the ability to test variables and see the change in this metric. 

One of the best metrics you can start with is tracking where your buyers are coming 

from. Are they coming from a certain search phrase via Google? Maybe they came  
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from a specific website that sent you traffic? Find the source and you are one step 

closer to making dramatic improvements. 

3. Draw A Flowchart Of Your Sales Funnel 

Get out a pen and paper and start at the top writing down the front end products you 

sell or plan to sell, and any upsells that go with them. 

Then continue down the page drawing in lines to the next products you will promote 

to the people who buy the front end products. They are more expensive products and 

connect clearly with the front end. 

Continue down the page until you have a complete product funnel – your range of 

products you offer at increasing price to customers who show increasing interest in 

what you provide. 

By the end of this activity you will have a product sales funnel that will form the basis 

of the business machine you can build over the next year or two. 

 

4. Read The Internet Business Manifesto And Join The Double Your 

Dating Email List 

If you want to see the best work that Eben and Rich have created in terms of impact 

and financial return, look no further than the Double Your Dating email sequence and 

The Internet Business Manifesto report. 

Rich’s report was only 31 pages, but it hit the nail on the head for so many people in 

the internet marketing space when it was released. 

Eben’s email newsletter just keeps on going and going. Pay attention to how he 

weaves in case studies from his readers that naturally connect with the products he 

sells. It’s a classic formula of showing that other people have the same problems, 

giving answers then offering more for those who want to buy help. 

 

5. Plan How To Remove Yourself From Your Company 

It doesn’t matter what kind of business you run, whether it is services, information 

products, physical products or software, you can build a business that eventually 

runs without you. 

One of the best ways to see how this is possible is to take a look at your working 

week and see what roles you perform for your company. Take note in particular of 

the moneymaking jobs you do, and the jobs you do that don’t directly deliver income. 

http://www.doubleyourdating.com/
http://www.strategicprofits.com/manifesto/
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You will likely find it easier to have other people do the jobs that don’t directly make 

money, so that is a good place to start hiring people first. This will leave you more 

time to do the jobs that make money, increasing your income, so you can hire more 

people. 

Then the real magic can happen when you hire people to take the jobs that directly 

return an income. Can you imagine someone else creating a product for you? Or 

someone else delivering the coaching or consulting that you do, yet you keep the 

profits? 

These are the kind of goals you need to fully remove yourself from the equation. 

 

Coming Up Next 

The next interviews in the EJ Insider series continue the focus on people who make 

money selling information online. 

The first interview is particularly relevant for any coach, especially sports coaches, as 

my guest was able to translate his offline sports coaching into a very lucrative online 

coaching business focused on video training. 

The second guest for the month has an interesting entrepreneurial history, having 

started also in the dating niche like Eben Pagan, but focused on YouTube as a 

marketing mechanism. 

As you can probably tell, next month is all about video. Both my guests make use of 

video as their primary marketing mechanism and have sold products that were 

almost always video based. 

If video is your thing or you want to add video to your mix, stay tuned, the next two 

interviews will arrive in your inbox in the next few weeks. 

I’ll talk to you again soon, 

Yaro Starak 

www.ejinsider.com 

 

  

http://www.ejinsider.com/
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Other Guides Available From Yaro 

 

 

Master Your Mindset 

Productivity And Mindset Training For Professional Bloggers 

Success and failure begins and ends in the mind. If you 

struggle to get results, it’s not because of bad luck or bad 

timing, it’s a mindset issue. 

 

Learn how to think right and Yaro’s key productivity techniques in the Master Your 

Mindset e-Guide. 

 

 

 

How To Buy & Sell Blogs And Websites  

For Passive Profits 

Learn The Secrets To Passive Income From Investing In 

Blogs And Websites Part Time 

Why risk failure when you can purchase an already successful 

and profitable blog or website for as little as $500.  

Learn Yaro’s system for buying and selling web property in the How To Buy & Sell 

Blogs e-Guide. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ejinsider.com/mindset
http://www.ejinsider.com/mindset
http://www.ejinsider.com/buyandsell
http://www.ejinsider.com/buyandsell
http://www.ejinsider.com/mindset
http://www.ejinsider.com/buyandsell
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Blog Traffic For Beginners 

A Step-By-Step System For Building Your Blog Traffic From 

Zero To 1,000 Daily Readers 

No blog succeeds without traffic. If you are new to growing a 

blog, this is a must-have guide, packed full of techniques that 

have proven to work again and again. 

 

Don’t leave it to chance, follow a traffic system that works, download Yaro’s Blog 

Traffic For Beginners eGuide. 

 

 

Advanced Courses Available From Yaro… 

 

The 2 Hour Work Day 

Quit Your Job, Travel Forever, All From 

Just 2 Hours Work Per Day 

If your dream is to never have a full time 

job you hate again, and to spend your 

time traveling the world, and playing with 

your passions, this is the course for you. 

Join Yaro as he takes you through the core principles and business models he has 

applied so he never needed a full time job his entire life.   

Enroll In The 2 Hour Work Day Course Here 

 

 

  

http://www.ejinsider.com/traffic
http://www.ejinsider.com/traffic
http://www.2hourworkday.com/
http://www.ejinsider.com/traffic
http://www.2hourworkday.com
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Blog Mastermind 

How To Make $10,000 A Month, 

Blogging Only 2 Hours Per Day 

The course that started it all!  

Learn how to start and grow a successful blog, following the exact system Yaro used 

to grow his blog from a hobby site with no readers, to a thriving site generating over 

$100,000 a year in income.  

If you want to learn how to make money from your own blog, Blog Mastermind is the 

course for you. 

Enroll In Blog Mastermind Here 

 

 

 

Membership Site Mastermind 

How To Make $250,000+  

From Launching Your  

Own Membership Site 

Once you have an audience there is no more powerful way to quickly generate a life 

changing income than launching your own membership or subscription product. 

In this course you will learn Yaro’s complete “Launch System” for quickly setting up 

and selling out of your own membership site or training product. 

Enroll In Membership Site Mastermind Here 

 

 

 

 

http://www.blogmastermind.com/signup
http://www.membershipsitemastermind.com/signup

